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Abstract

Digital technology has become a new economic and social force, reshaping traditional business models, strategies, structures, and processes. This is a challenge for human capital to develop continuously in this dynamic era; one of the solutions is digital entrepreneurship. Digital entrepreneurship focuses on creating new ventures and transforming existing businesses by developing novel digital technologies or novel usage. Further, digital technology has also enabled the growth of the sharing economy, linking owners and users, and disrupting the previous dualism of businesses and customers. This paper provides a novel contribution regarding the emerging concept of Digital Entrepreneurship. Based on a qualitative literature review and interview with university staff, lecturers, and students in four large public and private universities in West Java and DIY Province, an interpretative framework for Digital Entrepreneurship has been proposed, which comprises of the following components: motivation (the rationale for the adoption of digital technology for academic entrepreneurship), stakeholders (the stakeholders involved through digital technology to achieve the academic entrepreneurship goal), process (the processes of academic entrepreneurship supported by digital technologies), and business form (the emerging forms of digital academic entrepreneurship). This research also shows several alternative government policies to improve digital entrepreneurship in the academic environment.
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1. Introduction

Over time, the world underwent various changes. The biggest changes are caused by technological development, especially digital technology (Cavallol et al., 2019; Steininger, 2019; Fachrunnisa et al., 2020). Changes triggered by technology have started decades ago, both changes in the way of life of the society, economy, and industrial arrangement around the world (Steininger, 2019; Elia et al., 2020). The increasingly rapid development of digital technology is supported by the condition of the community that is required to reduce direct social interaction due to the Covid-19 pandemic in almost all parts of the world. This causes more social interactions to occur in cyberspace or virtually than in the real world. This condition makes distance and time no longer an important issue in interacting or conveying messages to the community. Surely, this becomes a great opportunity in the business world. Many things that are impossible to do in the real world can be possible in cyberspace through digital communication, such as communicating with several people from various regions simultaneously and sending messages to hundreds, or even millions of people in just seconds.

The current conditions are in line with the 4.0 industrial revolution which raises a new trend, namely digital transformation (Fachrunnisa et al., 2020; Vial, 2019). In realizing digital transformation, several supporting factors are needed to be developed, namely leadership agility, strategic flexibility (Fachrunnisa et al., 2020), and entrepreneurship (Steininger, 2019; Ghezzi & Cavallo, 2020; Cavallo et al., 2019). Therefore, digital technology must be utilized, especially, for the millennial generation, since this generation is the most valuable human resource asset for a country (Siegel & Wright, 2015; Rippa & Secundo, 2019).
Digital technology can be widely utilized, especially in the economic sector in digital entrepreneurship. The main obstacles in entrepreneurship, especially for beginners, are related to space and time, limited capital, lack of networks, and limited mobility in marketing. Some of these problems can be solved with digital entrepreneurship (Elia et al., 2020; Martinez et al., 2018). Digital entrepreneurship can create entrepreneurial opportunities at a much more affordable cost and a wider market (Elia et al., 2020; Martinez et al., 2018). From the consumer side, technology-based entrepreneurship is also a trend in today's world (Richter et al., 2015; Cavallo et al., 2019). Consumers always like convenience, speed, low price, and good quality. This can be achieved and realized with digital technology. Therefore, many offline businesses are starting to switch to online businesses. The transition from an offline business to an online business is evidence that online businesses have good prospects in the future (Nambisan et al., 2019; Geissinger et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2015).

One of the opportunities created by advances in digital technology in the business world is the ease of starting a digital-based business, which is currently known as a start-up. Start-up is a new company that can be established by anyone without a large amount of capital, and it is currently becoming a trend among academics. Many students are trying to set up start-ups, some of which are successful and able to penetrate the global market, although some of them also experience failure (Geissinger et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2017). Therefore, it is very necessary to develop a concept in producing entrepreneurs from academic circles, especially students. This opportunity can be created through digital entrepreneurship. Previous studies related to digital entrepreneurship includes only a broad discussion and has not yet focused on academics. This study provides a new perspective in producing young entrepreneurs, especially from the field of academics, through facilities and supporting instruments at the university.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Digital Technologies

Digital technology has become an economic and social force, which has reshaped the traditional business models, strategies, structures, and processes. Digital technology is a powerful tool in influencing the growth of new digital-based businesses by creating the ability to scale the business rapidly (Steininger, 2019; Cavallo et al., 2019; Richter et al., 2017). Therefore, digital technology must be used as best as possible, especially in creating business opportunities.

Technological readiness is a significant aspect of maintaining a business since the market condition certainly demands entrepreneurs to optimize the use of technology (Moldabekova et al., 2021). A dynamic market requires the company to work more flexibly and more quickly, therefore, technology is a single solution in handling a dynamic market (Sijabat et al., 2021). Similarly, in an effort to improve human resources, technology also contributes a great impact, especially with the current Covid-19 pandemic (Steininger, 2019).

Digital technology has several forms of output that can be utilized, such as artificial intelligence, crowd-funding platforms, digital 3D printing, social media platforms, big data, cloud, and smartphones that are capable of generating entrepreneurial opportunities with new methods, namely digital (Ghezzi & Cavallo, 2020; Cavallo et al., 2019). Digital technology enables the creation of new entrepreneurial outcomes such as mobile applications or digital platforms as digital data stores (e.g. App Store and Google PlayStore), and they are inherently different from other entrepreneurial outcomes in terms of production speed and diffusion (Cavallo et al., 2019). In addition, digital technology also supports the creation of new contexts with various objectives and dynamic interaction methods to carry out business processes and innovation. The diffusion of digital technology has created new avenues for the development of entrepreneurial projects by leveraging collaboration and integration (Elia et al., 2020). Several previous studies have also acknowledged the important role of digital technology in shaping entrepreneurship (Cavallo et al., 2019; Zaheer et al., 2019). Digital technology has been identified as a supporter and facilitator in the establishment process of a start-up. Digital technology brings up the industrial revolution 4.0 (Elia et al., 2020).

The industrial revolution 4.0 requires the advancement of the entrepreneurial research agenda related to digital technology (Dy, 2019). From the development of research on digital-based entrepreneurship, one of the interesting discussions is about digital-based entrepreneurship in academics. Academic environments such as universities have complete facilities and supporting instruments in developing digital-based entrepreneurship. The university has qualified human resources, regulations that support student innovation and creativity, as well as large enough funds, thus it must be used as best as possible in developing digital-based entrepreneurship (McAdam et al., 2019).

2.2. Digital Entrepreneurship

Digital technology has had a significant impact on economic growth. The positive impact of digital technology on economic growth is triggered by the combination of digital technology and entrepreneurial orientation (Zarrouk et al., 2020; Sariwulan et al., 2020) which creates new concepts called digital entrepreneurship. Elia et al. (2020) discussed a new concept of digital entrepreneurship that is introduced to refer to the creation of new ventures and the transformation of existing businesses by developing digital technology. Digital-based entrepreneurship includes...
studies that explore the process of entrepreneurship through the digital transformation of business processes (Steininger, 2019; Cavallo et al., 2019). The growth of digital entrepreneurship can also lead to the invention of new methods and technologies (Nadia & Youssef, 2019; Ghezzi & Cavallo, 2020). The implementation of digital entrepreneurship has been carried out in all parts of the world. This development shows that public trust in digital-based businesses is quite high, with a market share that is getting wider and keeps growing. Digital entrepreneurship can complement traditional business models (Elia et al., 2020). Yin et al (2019) found that digital entrepreneurship is widely used by MSMEs in improving their performance. The foundation of digital entrepreneurship can be applied in concepts such as Internet-based business models and digital platforms (Elia et al., 2020; Richter et al., 2015). Elia et al. (2020) identified six research streams related to digital entrepreneurship, namely digital business models, digital entrepreneurship processes, platform strategies, digital ecosystems, entrepreneurship education, and social digital entrepreneurship.

Digital-based entrepreneurship development can be triggered and supported through external funding from both the private sector and the government (Dy, 2019). Digital entrepreneurship facilitates the exchange, transfer, and acquisition of knowledge, while also initiating new ways of doing business (Geissinger et al., 2018). Since web-based platforms enable peer-to-peer transactions. A peer-to-peer service is a decentralized platform whereby two individuals interact directly with each other, without intermediation by a third party. Instead, the buyer and the seller transact directly with each other via this service. The peer-to-peer platform may provide services such as search, screening, rating, payment processing, or escrow. (Geissinger et al., 2018). Digital-based business through social media platforms provides opportunities to form consumer attachment to company brands (Bahceceik et al., 2019). Digital businesses use technology to create new value in business models, customer experiences, and the internal capabilities that support their core operations. The term includes both digital-only brands and traditional players that are transforming their businesses with digital technologies (Elia et al., 2020). In a digital-based business, a digital brand positioning is required. Brand Positioning concerns how well a company differentiates itself from its competitors and where it sits in a particular market. When referring to being digital, this is all about how it uses its online presence, targets its audience, and becomes noticeable. (Bahceceik et al., 2019). Discussions in several previous studies provide a conceptualization of Digital Entrepreneurship. The environment and current developments are very supportive of the application of digital entrepreneurship (Dong, 2019; Ghezzi & Cavallo, 2020). Digital entrepreneurship is a big agenda in this century and is the main driver of the creation of a new industrial order, namely industry 4.0. Industry 4.0 is making it easier for companies to collaborate and share data among customers, manufacturers, suppliers, and other parties in the supply chain. It improves productivity and competitiveness, enables the transition to a digital economy, and provides opportunities to achieve economic growth and sustainability (Kraus et al., 2018). Therefore, science and human resources as the main resources for the development of digital entrepreneurship must be fostered and managed as well as possible, so that digital entrepreneurship can be realized with optimal benefits (Ngoasong, 2018).

2.3. Academic Digital Entrepreneurship

The development of digital technology is a challenge for human resources to continue to develop in this dynamic era; one of the solutions is digital entrepreneurship. Digital-based entrepreneurship, which focuses on creating new business and transforming existing businesses by developing new digital technology or new uses, is seen as an important pillar for improving human resources in many countries (Cavallo et al., 2019; Ghezzi & Cavallo, 2020). The increasing demand in digital-based businesses is the first stage in the new business growth process, which will lead to higher sales and the need to recruit new employees. Therefore, a new digital-based business with high sales or employee growth can realistically be considered as a company that has managed to survive in this dynamic era by utilizing digital technology. Steininger (2019) highlights that information and communication technology (ICT) plays four major roles in digital entrepreneurial operations: as a facilitator, making the operations of start-ups easier; as a mediator for new ventures’ operations; as an outcome of entrepreneurial operations; and as the ubiquity of digital technology as a business model.

The use of digital technology in entrepreneurship is very suitable to be applied in an academic environment (Cavallo et al., 2019). In this case, many university graduates have high potential but are not optimally utilized. This occurs because the motivation to be an entrepreneur for students and undergraduate students is still very small. With the simplicity of digital entrepreneurship, the breadth of the area and market share, as well as supports from institutions and government, digital entrepreneurship is an opportunity that can increase students’ and scholars’ motivation to become an entrepreneur. Digital entrepreneurship for academics will provide greater job opportunities so that it will reduce the unemployment rate (Sahut et al., 2019; Steininger, 2019). The application of digital entrepreneurship is very broad and can be adopted in every branch of science and become a business (Bowen et al., 2019). In the field of entrepreneurship, the main attention has been paid to
business financing as a factor that can trigger the growth and development of entrepreneurship (Martinez et al., 2018; Cavallo et al., 2019). With this support, academics can create new businesses and even recruit employees in the form of a registered company that has a legal basis (Dy, 2019). However, new ventures are often seen as a source that drives creative destruction, because they introduce new products or services that threaten existing companies (Hsieh & Wu, 2019). Digital platforms provide many opportunities for both existing businesses and those who are entrepreneurs. Indeed, many Internet platforms target new ventures (Hsieh & Wu, 2019; Ghezzi & Cavallo, 2020).

3. Research Methods

This study uses a qualitative method with an interview as the data collecting technique. The samples in this study are academics in four large universities in Yogyakarta and West Java, namely two public universities in Yogyakarta and West Java, and two private universities in Yogyakarta and West Java. Academics that are interviewed in this study include policymakers in digital entrepreneurship in university, students who already owned digital businesses, and lecturers. The questions used in the interview consist of four main points regarding digital academic entrepreneurship, namely motivation, stakeholders, process and business form, as well as sustainability. The detail of the question points are as follows (Rippa & Secundo, 2018):

Motivation (The value and motivation generated by digital technologies for academic entrepreneurship)
• Value adopted from digital technology development
• The role of the university in developing the technology-based student entrepreneurial potential.
• The role of digital technology in knowledge transfer and information transfer in the university
• The development of social value in digital academic entrepreneurship

Stakeholders (The stakeholders involved in digital academic entrepreneurship)
• Source of fund of digital academic entrepreneurship
• Stakeholder contribution to digital academic entrepreneurship
• Supports for the development of digital academic entrepreneurship, both from internal and external stakeholders such as industry, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), government institutions, investment funds, and technology transfer offices (TTOs)

Process (The processes for digital academic entrepreneurship)
• The role of technology in increasing the awareness of digital academic entrepreneurship
• The role of social networks (LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Google+) in developing digital academic entrepreneurship
• The role of digitalization in developing digital academic entrepreneurship
• The role of technology evolution in developing digital academic entrepreneurship

Business Form (The emerging digital academic entrepreneurship)
• Challenges of digital academic entrepreneurship
• Activities of digital academic entrepreneurship
• Forms of digital academic entrepreneurship that already successful
• Research supporting digital academic entrepreneurship

This study uses 3 main data sources/informants (R), namely the interview results with the stakeholders. The first stakeholder is policymakers and facilitators of students’ entrepreneurship, namely the manager of IBISTEK (Student Business and Technology Incubation) (Code P-1). The second data source is obtained from lecturers, as educators, who are considered to understand the entrepreneurial potential of students (Code P-2). The third data source is students who have digital-based businesses (Code P-3). Triangulation is carried out on these three data sources to increase the validity and reliability of the research data (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009). Two participants are chosen from each university so that the total number is eight participants. The participants are from four large public and private universities in DIY and West Java Province. To examine the validity and reliability of the instruments of this study, the researchers conducted data source triangulation. With data source triangulation, the researchers seek the truth for certain information through several informants. The main purpose of using data source triangulation is to improve the credibility and reliability of the data. Therefore, the information obtained from each informant will be able to confirm the final results.

![Figure 1: Data Source Triangulation](image)
4. Result and Discussion

4.1. Digital Technologies and Academic Entrepreneurship

Academics have a great opportunity to create a business, as entrepreneurship is one of the main educations for students and even become a compulsory subject. This will certainly create a great entrepreneurial environment for students. In addition, universities also provide a student incubator program in entrepreneurship to foster and find entrepreneurs from academics. It is also proven that in the learning process of entrepreneurship, there are many interesting business ideas from students that are still in the form of assignments and proposals. Figure 2 shows that the current conditions at the university illustrate that the academic environment at the university has been able to create good entrepreneurial motivation that includes high funding opportunities, digital commercialization, or the enthusiasm to market products with digital platforms that are starting to emerge for student entrepreneurs, as well as the abundance of business ideas that have not had the opportunity to be realized. It can also be concluded that all parties from universities ranging from policymakers, lecturers, students, and entrepreneurs have a role in developing entrepreneurship in universities.

Over time, the business atmosphere has also begun to change. With the presence of digital technology, business competition becomes increasingly fierce. Entrepreneurs who were initially full of competitive desires, now are starting to become coopetitive (the act of cooperation between competing companies; businesses that engage in both competition and cooperation are said to be in coopetition), which is also known as shareconomy (Richter et al., 2015; Steininger, 2019). Shareconomy has three dimensions, namely sharing of digital content, sharing of physical goods, and participation in commercial, cultural, and social projects (Richter et al., 2015). With the change of this business atmosphere, the spirit of entrepreneurship began to appear again among young people, with a term known as digital entrepreneurship.

Among the various types of entrepreneurship, digital entrepreneurship is in great demand by the millennial generation, including students. This adds more colors to entrepreneurship in universities and encourages the emergence of digital start-ups on campus. Digital entrepreneurship currently has quite a large funding opportunity and high innovation value. It is indeed in line with the concept of industry 4.0 and will create digitalization in various industrial sectors that will encourage economic development.

![Figure 2: Digital Academic Entrepreneurship Framework](image-url)

Digital entrepreneurship in the academic entrepreneurship environment has been discussed in various literature. In forming digital academic entrepreneurship, universities have several stages starting from student business incubation and the procurement of a business plan that aims to filter student businesses. After the best student businesses are selected, there will be guidance in various things ranging from entrepreneurial theory, entrepreneurial strategy, product marketing, and meeting with entrepreneurship practitioners to share experiences. After the business concept is mature and feasible to start, the next stage is to seek funding. Universities have a role in helping academics to seek funding; starting from submitting funding offers to the government and investors, until becoming the part of the investor themselves. After the funding is obtained, the business is ready to be launched. The next stage that needs to be done by universities is to supervise the business for a few months before it can operate independently.
Various types of digital entrepreneurship have been carried out by academics such as e-commerce, business applications, digital education business, and others. Each stage of digital academic entrepreneurship has been well conceptualized in the university environment. Collaboration with successful foreign entrepreneurs is also an important stage that has been taken. However, the obstacles of the implementation are that entrepreneurs still lack the experience and mentality to remain consistent and persistent in maintaining their business.

### 4.2. Conditions and Implementations of Digital Academic Entrepreneurship

Table 1 describes the conditions and implementation of the digital academic entrepreneurship concept in Figure 2.

The results of the analysis show conditions in which there are still gaps in the implementation of digital academic entrepreneurship. Motivation and stakeholders have played a good role, but the stage of process and business sustainability is still low. This shows that there are two possible problems, namely the business actors (student entrepreneurs), or the improper system and coaching which causes a low level of implementation in the process and business sustainability.

At the motivation stage, it was found that the existing motivation is good; on average, students have sufficient motivation and a great opportunity to start a business. They have good motivation from external parties with many funding opportunities, a high spirit for commercialization, high social impact, and many business ideas. Likewise, at the stakeholder stage, there are many programs held by stakeholders to build digital academic entrepreneurship. However, the condition still has imperfections due to low students’ mentality and complicated administration requirements.

The obstacles that arise at the stakeholder stage are administration and low student mentality. Regarding administration, it is true that the business screening process requires the student to complete various terms and conditions which sometimes results in good business ideas and concepts. However, it may cause a good business plan that is not in accordance with the requirements to become inferior to the common business concepts that meet the requirement. This is indeed an obstacle, but it is not a big one.

The next obstacle is the mentality. Two mental factors prevent students from becoming entrepreneurs, namely lack of courage to start or a pessimistic attitude, as well as the absence of long-term goals in doing business. Both of these are major obstacles in forming digital academic entrepreneurship. Establishing a business certainly requires a high optimistic nature, persistence, consistency, and discipline at work. Another aspect that is also important is clear long-term goals. Digital entrepreneurship is not a short-term business, and it requires a long-term maturity plan. Therefore, digital entrepreneurship players need to prepare a business blueprint in the long term for the business to survive and able to achieve targeted results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Framework Implementations and Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Academic Entrepreneurship</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIVATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAKEHOLDERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS FORMS SUSTAINABILITY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Very Good Implementation : 🟦🟢🟢🟢🟢
Good Implementation : 🟦🟢🟢🟢
Enough Implementation : 🟦🟢🟢
Low Implementation : 🟦🟢
Very Low Implementation : 🟦

The next stage that needs to be done is the process. New processes of digital academic entrepreneurship comprise virtual learning, social media environments, 3D virtual labs, fab labs and spaces, and digital accelerators. Entrepreneurship education equips student-entrepreneurs with all of the skills they require to launch spinoffs and start-ups (Elia et al., 2017; Ghezzi & Cavallo, 2020). Entrepreneurship education includes innovation supported by digital technologies to engage students. Social media technologies for developing creativity and presentation skills training, teamwork, and gamification features to improve the student learning experience, as well as research activities to
support effective community outreach are implemented within entrepreneurship courses (Rippa & Secundo, 2018).

In this stage, universities have good systems in building digital academic entrepreneurship, but they also still have low experience, knowledge, skill, and curiosity. Some of these deficiencies are the effect of the lack of mental and mature planning in entrepreneurship. It also has an impact on the last stage, namely the low level of business continuity. This problem needs further attention. Universities have to form an entrepreneurial mentality in students, teach how to compile a business blueprint in the long term, and form an innovative business that will be able to sell well in the market and have high sustainability.

The results of this study are also supported by the interview with the participant as follows:

“As a university, we are currently required to innovate in the entrepreneurial learning process. This is useful for encouraging students to come up with interesting business ideas...usually, when we coach them, we also ask the students to practice directly in producing product prototypes and service systems that will be offered to the community...we ask them for a presentation, and when it is declared worthy, we ask the students to try the market test. They usually have high confidence to offer it...” (Code 1-R2).

“...We usually collaborate with companies or industries that already have collaboration with our university, and provide funding assistance for workshops or training activities that we provide to our partners, such as CSR funding projects from several industries. We also involve students as partners when they already have a digital business, as they have a lot of start-up businesses, especially those involved in education and courses...” (Code 1-R1)

Figure 3: Digital Academic Entrepreneurship Condition

“...We usually collaborate with companies or industries that already have collaboration with our university, and provide funding assistance for workshops or training activities that we provide to our partners, such as CSR funding projects from several industries. We also involve students as partners when they already have a digital business, as they have a lot of start-up businesses, especially those involved in education and courses...” (Code 1-R1)

The results of this study are also supported by the interview with the participant as follows:

“As a university, we are currently required to innovate in the entrepreneurial learning process. This is useful for encouraging students to come up with interesting business ideas...usually, when we coach them, we also ask the students to practice directly in producing product prototypes and service systems that will be offered to the community...we ask them for a presentation, and when it is declared worthy, we ask the students to try the market test. They usually have high confidence to offer it...” (Code 1-R2).

“I really like and have a lot of interests when I am invited to join my lecturer’s projects, especially for research and community service projects. This really helps me to participate in contributing innovative ideas and I will always associate it with digitalization, especially the application of digital systems for providing services to the community. This is very important to support my competence as a student. I will be smarter to read and seize business opportunities, and able to apply my knowledge...” (Code 3-R1).

The attention from stakeholders towards entrepreneurship for academics, especially students, is certainly expected to give birth to new entrepreneurs with a variety of works and innovations. Another opportunity created to spur academics to entrepreneurship is more entrepreneurial competitions and business funding for start-ups. This condition is one of the answers to the main problem of entrepreneurship that is often complained about by potential entrepreneurs, namely the absence of capital.

5. Conclusion and Implications

The current technological developments have had many positive impacts on the country’s economy. One form of positive impact is the emergence of opportunities in developing digital academic entrepreneurship. This study resulted in the finding that digital academic entrepreneurship can be developed in a university environment with several factors, namely: motivation (the rationale for the adoption of digital technologies for academic entrepreneurship); stakeholders (the stakeholders involved through digital technology to achieve the academic entrepreneurship goal); process (the processes of academic entrepreneurship supported by digital technologies); and business form (the emerging forms of digital academic entrepreneurship), in its implementation, some of these factors still require improvement and support from the system or curriculum and regulations from the university.

This study has provided theoretical implication that digital academic entrepreneurship can be developed by increasing the role of motivation and stakeholders, especially those who will contribute to the process and business form of digital academic entrepreneurship.
The managerial implication provided in this study is that several things must be developed by universities in implementing and developing digital academic entrepreneurship. The first factor is motivation. In its implementation, the motivation that grows in students in digital academic entrepreneurship has been very good. Therefore, the next thing that needs to be done by universities is to maintain these motivations by continuing to motivate students in lectures and other agendas outside the campus such as seminars, workshops, student clubs, study groups, and others.

The second factor is a stakeholder. The implementation of the functions of stakeholders is generally good, but several things need to be improved, namely the low mentality of students and complicated administrative requirements. Therefore, universities should further stimulate and develop student mentality and simplify the administrative requirements for students who wish to submit entrepreneurship proposals.

The third factor is the process. The implementation of the formation of digital academic entrepreneurship is still weak because although universities already have a good system, the implementation of student business ideas is still bad due to a lack of experience, knowledge, skills, and curiosity. Therefore, universities need to provide more intense assistance and conduct regular entrepreneurial training and practice.

Furthermore, the fourth factor is sustainability. The implementation of this factor is still very weak because many student businesses do not last long. Therefore, universities should think further about student business development, especially after the business is launched. Universities should form a team of experts in student business supervision so that business steps that are taken can be more focused and well-controlled.
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